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1. INTRODUCTION. An American history curriculum that ended with the Civil 
War would be no more acceptable than a philosophy curriculum that ended with 
Kant. Yet an acceptable history of mathematics curriculum gives little more than a 
cursory nod to the mathematics of the twentieth century. This is not to say that the 
two hundred years following Newton and Leibniz do not deserve seven chapters in 
a history of mathematics textbook, but rather that the one hundred years leading 
up to the present deserve more than one [I]. 

Unfortunately, our entire undergraduate curriculum has the same focus as our 
history of mathematics course-the two hundred years following Newton and 
Leibniz. Our graduates are more prepared for the period in which the steam 
engine replaced the horse than they are for the period in which compact disks 
replaced the vinyl LP. It is no wonder that a reform movement emerged early in 
this century, as evidenced by several articles in [2], nor is it surprising that the 
reform movement is stronger than ever today. Tragically, many mathematicians 
have responded to reform as in [3], where it was lamented that "Mathematics is 
losing its soul. Its priests are pawning it off to a different god." Such a call to arms 
only reinforces the popular image of mathematicians as the last practitioners of 
some ancient art. 

We know better. We know that mathematics is growing and thriving, fruitful 
and strong. However, the new growth in mathematics is all but absent from our 
undergraduate curriculum. Indeed, our traditional calculus course is packed with 
intellectual deadwood-contrived applications, outdated examples, and obsolete 
definitions. It is time we allowed some new growth in a curriculum that has been 
antiquated for most of this century [71. 

2. THE NEW GROWTH. Much of modern mathematics is derived from modern 
trends in calculus. Many of the ideas in differential geometry, statistics, and 
numerical analysis are descended from the study of calculus in the present century. 
Correspondingly, any new ideas introduced into the calculus curriculum should be 
cultivated from these modern trends. Technology allows us to incorporate linear 
regression, Markov processes, and probability distributions into an introductory 
calculus course, and when we do so, our students sense that they are studying ideas 
relevant to the world in which they live. 

Similarly, students appreciate applications that have a modern perspective, and 
such applications need not be outside of mathematics [4]. Applications of the 
derivative can be enhanced with the study of cubic splines and Bezier curves. The 
study of Newton's method can be generalized to the study of fixed point theorems 
in general. The study of spectral theory begins with boundary value problems such 
as 
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and students genuinely enjoy being shown that (1)-(2) has nontrivial solutions only 
for integral values of a.  

Finally, allowing such new growth can greatly simplify our efforts at instruction. 
Complex numbers make partial fractions and trigonometric substitutions much 
more accessible. A simple matrix exponential is a great illustration of the power 
series concept. And stating the laws of exponents as axioms for an abelian group 
shows a student that these are more than rules for manipulating superscripts. 

3. THE DEAD WOOD. Allowing new growth into the calculus curriculum means 
something old must go, but such additions mean more than simple pruning. 
Indeed, patching the new into the old destroys the continuity and coherence of the 
original structure. Our present curriculum bears witness to this fact. The applica- 
tions of the integral contribute little to the remainder of the course, and the 
customary chapter on analytic geometry seems misplaced. Sequences are intro- 
duced in the context of convergence of series, and thus it should be no surprise 
that students get the two confused. 

Rather than further fragment our curriculum, we need to transform the calculus 
so that it is a coherent mix of timeless concepts and new ideas. I believe such a 
transformation must address the following: 

Approximation and limits. Our current calculus course relies on several seemingly 
unrelated notions of limit. The c - 6 definition is introduced en route to the 
definition of the tangent line. Infinite limits are defined using E and N sufficiently 
large. Newton's method is left to intuition. The definite integral is defined using 
the norm of a partition that goes to zero. Numerical integration introduces the 
idea of bounded error. Limits of sequences are defined with the monotone 
convergence theorem. And after spending section after section using limits of 
sequences to develop convergence tests, the idea of a converging Taylor series is 
developed from the remainder formula for Taylor polynomials. No attempt is ever 
made to connect all these ideas of limit into a coherent concept. 

We need to introduce and define the limit so that all our applications of 
approximation and convergence are derived from a single concept. This concept 
will likely have to be a principle rather than a definition. It may be more 
appropriate to explore approximation with a graphing calculator than with a 
formal system of definitions and theorems. 

Intuition and Rigor. We prove that the Mean Value Theorem is a consequence of 
the extreme value theorem, but we do not prove the extreme value theorem itself. 
Instead, we argue that the extreme value theorem is intuitively obvious. The reason 
for such an intuitive ippeal is that the proof of the extreme value theorem depends 
on the Heine Borel Theorem, and the Heine Borel Theorem depends on the 
topology of the real line. Thus, the proof of the Mean Value Theorem is not a 
proof at all. We might as well argue that the Mean Value Theorem is intuitively 
obvious and skip its proof altogether. 

But we should not skip the Mean Value Theorem altogether. The point is that 
an introductory calculus course is not about theorems but is rather about defini- 
tions. If the difference operator 

could be used easily, then we would not even need the concept of a limit. However, 
our computationally attractive chain and product rules come solely from the 
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definition 

f l ( x )  = lim 
f ( x  + h )  - f ( x )  

h+O h 

Good theorems are the stuff of graduate courses. Good definitions are the stuff of 
introductory calculus. 

In my mind, this all but eliminates the traditional Riemann definition of the 
integral. It requires too much time and machinery-Riemann sums, the norm of a 
partition, the arbitrary choice of a point in a subinterval-and it is machinery that 
will not be used again. In contrast, Lesbegue's definition of the integral is 
intuitively simple and can be stated without a lot of machinery. The integral of a 
simple function is a picture. It can be computed using a table. The integral is a 
measure of simple function approximation. Simple functions can be used later in 
developing the integral test for convergence of a positive term series. 

Technology and Modern Science. The computer was developed by mathematicians 
like Von Neumann for mathematicians like us, so it is absurd that mathematicians 
would not enthusiastically embrace their own creation. Technology should be a 
tool we welcome with excitement-no more rigging problems so the algebra comes 
out right. If a problem requires the solution to 

then the student can pull out the trusty graphing calculator, estimate the roots 
graphically and use a root finder to polish off the answer to the desired number of 
decimals. We should forget extremum problems with functions like 

and instead to ask them to find the extrema of functions like 

x 6t5 + 3t2 + 1 

f ( x ) = / o  JZdt.  

As a result, calculus can be presented to the student as the true foundation of 
modern mathematics and science instead of as a hodge-podge of problems re-
stricted to angle multiples of 30" and 45". Indeed, modern science is more than the 
study of classical mathematics. It runs parallel to modern mathematics and often 
intertwines with it. Technology means that regression and curve-fitting can be 
studied in a calculus course and then immediately applied in a chemistry course. 
Our debate should be about how we should use technology, not if we should use 
technology. 

4. CONCLUSION. The present dilemma is both fortunate and obvious. Calculus 
is modern, but our calculus curriculum is not. Calculus will continue to prosper 
with time and technology. We can take comfort in knowing that mathematics will 
continue to enlighten and enliven the minds of generations to come. 

But poetry does not have to be taught by poets, and likewise, mathematics need 
not be taught by mathematicians. Our traditional course barely even tests the 
abilities of software tools such as Maple and Mathematica, and the days when 
every student carries a laptop are not that far off. Already our first semester 
calculus course is little more than a supplement to the high school curriculum. 
Without a modern perspective and an enthusiasm for the technology we mathe- 
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maticians created for ourselves, our relevance to society will continue to dwindle. 
It will be only a matter of time before we mathematical horsemen are replaced by 
the intellectual equivalent of the steam engine. 
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Book review from the MONTI-IL,Yfifty years ago. .. 
College Algebra. By A. A. Albert, New York and London, McGraw- 
Hill Book Co., 1946. 12 + 278 pages. $2.75 

In his introduction the author justifies his new textbook in college 
algebra and one can do no better than to let him present his own 
case: "College algebra has been a most abused subject. The time 
allotted to it is frequently inadequate for a genuinely good 
treatment, and indeed the entire course is sometimes omitted. This 
is due partly to a desire to bring students to a study of the calculus 
as early as possible. It is also due partly to the presentation of 
college algebra, in all' texts thus far published, as a collection of 
seemingly unrelated topics. The desire to teach the calculus as early 
as possible tends to defeat its own ends. The building of a course in 
the calculus on what must be a wcak foundation cannot result in a 
good student understanding of the subject. There is also no reason 
why the material of college algebra cannot be cohesively organized." 

p. 174, vol. 54, 1947 
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